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Click on ALPINE CENTRAL above to
follow a link to the section website.
It has recent trip reports, upcoming
event details, an archive of past
newsletters and more!

ALPINE CENTRAL on Facebook is a
hub for members to network and
share photos and information.
Click LIKE to receive updates from
the page on your newsfeed

Section Evening
This month’s social get together will be at most a handful of drinks among
everyone but me, at 7:30pm on Wednesday 15th March at Little George.

Have an event that you want to promote or review, a trip
report, section or club news?
Get in touch with Robert Scott, or post something directly
to the Section’s Slack channel #newsletter.

In this month’s newsletter, Rob does an introduction and wonders what to write
about while Michael travels the south.

Editor’s Note
by Robert Scott
Hello all, new editor in the New Year, what a combo. Might as well start with a bit of existentialism Who am I?
I moved to the beautiful central north island in November, live in Taupo, and work in the epicenter
of tourism (and all things awesome.) Spent last year doing a Diploma in Outdoor Recreation with the
crew formally known as Aoraki Polytechnic, and many years before that in some form of educational
institute or another. I work as a kayak guide come retail assistant at Canoe and Kayak Taupo, as well
as a route setter and casual on-call instructor for TheEdge Rockwall in the AC Baths Leisure Center. If
you’re ever in Taupo you can probably find me at one of those places, and if not there then on the
Waikato river, or a crag somewhere around the lake. Looking at it now, it could be difficult to find
me in Taupo.
With that said, on with the newsletter!

New Climbs at Kawakawa Bay
Dan20).
Head and Ines Benlloch put up three new climbs on
19,
the Bluff last month. They are all in the vicinity of Captain
Caveman, and are Black climbs matter (22), Mariposa (16)
with 3 bolts, and Toutouwai (17) with 4 bolts.
Captain Caveman has had a makeover, it now features an
extended first pitch, and the climb’s original grade 16 final
pitch has been cleaned and bolted. The grade 20 pitch is
now a variation, or can be done to finish Psychedelic
Freeway (17, 18, 20) or Year of the Monkey (21, 19, 20).

Black climbs matter (22)

The Sharp End of a Short Rope
By Graham Langton
Now available from the NZAC Shop.
https://alpineclub.org.nz/product/the-sharp-end-of-a-short-rope/
forty years of the New Zealand Mountain Guides Association
Mountain guiding is a risky occupation, but for those who love
being in the mountains and enjoy sharing that adventurous world
with others, it is a most rewarding vocation.
New Zealand has a tradition of skilled mountain guiding stretching
back into the nineteenth century.
This celebration of the first forty years of the New Zealand
Mountain Guides Association shows how that reputation has been
built on and enhanced by modern professional guides.
They not only lead their clients to mountain summits, but also
take them ski touring, snowboarding, heliskiing, alpine trekking,
and onto glaciers.
And the activity is not restricted to New Zealand. Well-qualified
local mountain guides energetically pursue their calling all over
the world, from Antarctica, to the Americas, Europe, Himalaya,
Japan and Greenland.

Research Project: Rock Climbing Injuries
Sam Terry has completed his research project on rock climbing injuries towards his bachelor of sport
and exercise at SIT.
Please view his published results for your information on our website:
https://alpineclub.org.nz/research-project-rock-climbing-injuries/
Thanks to all who participated in the survey that aided Sam to complete his report.

NZAC 2107 Calendar and 125th Anniversary Clothing – Sale
The remaining stock of our 125th Anniversary clothing and the NZAC’s 2017 Photographic Comp
Calendar are now on sale. Please see the club’s online store for details on remaining clothing
sizes/colours and to purchase: https://alpineclub.org.nz/online-shop/

MISSING, OR STRAYED – PORTER LODGE LOG BOOK
The old Porter Lodge log book has recently gone missing from the lodge. It was there only recently,
but missing when a replacement new book was taken in. Anyone with it, or who may know its
whereabouts, please send in to Margaret at NZAC, PO Box 786, ChCh 8140, thanks. All NZAC hut log
books are indexed first at the National Office and then entered into the NZAC Hocken Collection, so
we don’t want it ending up lost in some other collection, or accidentally thrown away.

South Island Road Tripping
Drowning our sorrows with Speights in the rain
by Michael Donovan
After seven years of university I was informed it was time I got out and get a ‘real job’. But a French
mate, Romain Albert had a better idea; let’s go on a six-week road trip around the South Island
climbing sport, trad, boulders and alpine, with a spot of caving thrown in for good measure. I’d never
been to the South Island in summer, nor had I really done much climbing in summer over the last
few years with work and study commitments. So, we booked our ferry tickets and at 2am on Boxing
Day started driving to the South Island, reaching Hangdog Camp, Takaka at 9pm the same day. There
was a plan of where were going to go when, but of course that didn’t survive the first few nights.
Glossing over Takaka (Payne’s Ford isn’t really my style, both physically and socially), we climbed a
few sport routes (mostly novelty routes involving cracks and offwidths), we drunk a lot, and we ran
two trips through Harwoods Hole to keep the beer supply up. 10 days later, with me sufficiently
refreshed after 5 rest days, and with a German-Tasmanian, Mal Te, and a dirt bag ex-Nelson, Leo in
tow, we headed down the West Coast to the sea cliffs of Charleston.
Charleston is mostly trad, and quite
adventurous trad at that. The mega-classic
Shark’s Breakfast was first up, and after a
quick round of paper scissors rock with rain
and swell not looking promising, I was on
lead with the comforting feeling of a rack
trying to drag me off the wall. Mal Te and I
cruised despite the slime and odd wave
lapping at our feet. Romain and Leo were up
next, with Romain finding the waves getting
a little too close for comfort at times. The
next two days were spent putting most of
the easy stuff to rest as we suffered through
intermittent rain. On the third day the front
itself finally arrived and we bailed south,
hunting for either alpine routes or FIRST BELAY OF SHARKS BREAKFAST (18).
bouldering.

After being shut down attempting a
one day attempt at the Sunglasses
Route on Mt Damfool, we found
ourselves in Castle Hill, dealing with
high winds and extreme temperatures.
Mal Te bailed back to the promising
conditions of Tasmania, and Leo to the
comfort of Christchurch. After ticking
many crack (and Romain many offwidth) problems and failing at Ocean
(V6) a few hundred times we decided
enough was enough and made our
way to Christchurch.
Not to climb of course, but to buy
wine and cheese and decide whether
KIWISPOTTING ON OCEAN AT CASTLE HILL.
Mt Somers was worth the trip. Leo rejoined us and to Mt Somers we marched. And was it a march. In to the hut was relatively relaxed,
but from the hut to the upper walls was brutal, with heat, wind, and rain all doing its best to beat us
into submission. Over five days we slowly came to get the style (albeit with a few injuries starting to
surface), at least Romain and I did. Leo ripped the crags from his copy of Rock Deluxe South and sat
in the hut swearing never to return to the place.
Eventually the lack of alcohol got to us, (having left ours in the car to pack in as much food, climbing,
and camera equipment as possible) so we departed. After an aborted trip to Mt Horrible in Timaru,
and Mt Cook, we regrouped in Wanaka with warm showers and plenty of tourists for Romain to
chase. Mt Aspiring and Taniwha (24) were the two main
goals of the stop. But the weather gods had really had
enough of us, and the lack of summer was finally
starting to destroy our morale. Our attempt on Taniwha
ended with us not reaching the base, instead bailing off
tree roots on the approach as the weather shut us
down. Mt Aspiring was never more than a pipe dream as
we found ourselves at Mt Iron again and again. We soon
moved to Queenstown, experiencing a repeat of
Wanaka as the weather proved as unpredictable as it
was shit. We did however manage all but one pitch of
the Ravages of Time (20) watching the rain get closer
and closer before we finally started abseiling in the rain.
A RAINY ABSEIL IN THE TREES.
After almost a week in Queenstown, we traded Leo for
Hamilton based wannabe dirt bag Rafael and turned South for what would be the last time on the
trip. The Darrans were calling out to us, and despite the horrible forecast we saw a 24-hour window
appearing where Metservice didn’t and decided to gamble it. While the window did appear (giving
us enough time to get on the East Ridge of Mt Talbot), it was the end of the good weather for the
trip and for the next 10 days we were subjected to endless games of Risk and Go, while reading
everything in Homer Hut. As the days left until we all had to return home ticked down, a window
started to appear and with it other climbers. But nothing of note would be achieved by us, as we had
to pull the pin right as the window opened.

THE EAST RIDGE OF MT TALBOT
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